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ABSTRACT/RESUME

Land use conflicts in B.C. have escalated in recent years, usually
pitting the forest industry around a loose collection of Native people
and environmentalists. The nature of native and environmentalist
interests and strategies is analyzed, focusing on a case study of the
on-going dispute over the Stein River Valley. The evolution of this
dispute is considered, and the techniques of action reviewed. The
paper concludes with an assessment of the larger lessons of this
issue for “sustainable” political and economic institutions.

Les disputes sur l'exploitation de la terre qui opposent d'habitude la
sylviculture à quelque groupe d'authochtones et d'environnemental-
istes s'intensifient ces dernières années en Colombie britannique.
Se fondant sur la dispute actuelle sur la “Stein River Valley,” l'auteur
analyse le caractère des intérêts et des stratégies des autochtones
et des environnementalistes. L'auteur étudie l'évolution de cette
dispute et examine les techniques d'action. L'article se termine avec
une évaluation des plus grandes leçons de ce conflit qui devraient
permettre des institutions politiques et économiques “soutenables.”
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In recent years, land use conflict in British Columbia has esca-
lated dramatically. The names of such high-profile battles as Meares
Island, South Moresby, Carmannah Creek, and the Stein Valley are
now well-known throughout the country. Publicly, these disputes are
often perceived as black-and-white struggles which pit development
against preservation. The solutions, as well, are seen to be equally
obvious: either industrial clearcuts or public parks. In fact, the
resolution of these controversies is complicated for many reasons.
The paramount complexity on the preservation side is the existence
of at least two usually distinct interest groups representing either
Native land rights or environmental preservation.

These interests are often visible as allies at the blockade on the
logging road, and the strategies which both use to advance their
positions are diverse and effective. At the same time, differences
exist between Native and environmental interests which complicate
any attempt to resolve the myriad wilderness battles in their favour.
In this paper, I will explore the objectives and strategies which each
group brings to the forestry/wilderness conflict in one of most high-
profile of the current controversies, the future of the Stein Valley.

Each conflict in British Columbia is distinct. Each involves differ-
ent Native traditions and organizations, and a unique mixture of
industry interests, economic pressures and activist environmental
organizations. Moreover, across the province there is not as yet any
cohesive organization or even collective identity which brings Native
bands and non-Native environmental interests together. While avoid-
ing the pitfalls of generalizing about a provincial situation which is as
diverse as it is coherent, a case study approach does identity factors
and issues which are of broader concern. Above all, our attention is
drawn to shared interests and strategies at a local level, as well as
to the significant dangers which the continuing differences between
the two interests pose for the achievement of the objectives of either
group. If the Native land environmentalist movements are able to
reach a common understanding and develop common strategies on
a broad level, the potential exists for significantly redirecting provin-
cial, and perhaps even national, politics onto a new, sustainable
footing.

Stein Valley: A Native/Natural Conflict

The Stein Valley is a 1060 sq. kilometre (430 square mile)
wilderness watershed located east of the Coast Range in British
Columbia's interior plateau country.1 The entrance to the valley is
found near the junction of two mighty rivers, the Fraser and Thomp-
son, a three hour drive from Canada's third largest metropolitan
centre, Vancouver. The area is a single complete ecosystem, at the
heart of which is a lush, wild river some 80 kilometres in length.
Feeding into this river along its entire length are a series of long,
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large side creeks which reach up through forests of Douglas fir,
Ponderosa pine, cottonwood and aspen into alpine meadows and
glacier fed lakes. A ridge of mountains surrounds the watershed on
all sides. Still untouched, it remains today a living ecological whole,
the last large unroaded/unlogged watershed in southwestern British
Columbia, the largest in the entire Fraser River drainage basin.2

An environmental jewel so close to BC's major population cen-
tres, the area has been the focus of environmentalist concern since
the early 1970s. Its interest to Native peoples, however, stretches
back far longer, at least some 7,000 years. Throughout this period,
the valley has been the spiritual home for the Thompson (or Nla-
ka'pamux) Indians of the province's central interior. Several large
village sites were located at or near the place where the Stein joins
the much larger Fraser River. Well used in the autumn and winter for
hunting, fishing and cedar root digging, the area was also a place
where young boys and girls went, often for months on end, to find
their spiritual power, their guardian spirits. “Certain celebrated sha-
mans” are known to have utilized the area throughout their lives to
build their healing and spiritual powers (Hill-Tout, In Maud,
1978:I:48).

In this valley, therefore, we find a strong coincidence of environ-
mentalist and Native values. In addition, the history of the commu-
nities surrounding the valley demonstrates the sort of long-running
economic, social and environmental abuse which underlies both
Native land claims and environmental preservationism. The long
period of pre-history was one of stability between the local culture
and environment. However, since contact in 1808 with the first
European, Simon Fraser on his voyage to the Pacific, the area has
been marked by social and economic instability, and cultural and
ecological decline. First there was the annihilation of the fur-bearing
animals under pressure from a Hudson's Bay Company trading post
throughout the 1820s and 1830s, then there was the massively
disruptive Gold Rush boom of the late 1850s. From that time to the
present, the area has seen one mining, railroad, highway and timber
boom (and bust) after another. This is a classic manifestation of the
boom-and-bust economy associated with resource (or “staples”)
exploitation, a difficult-to-break pattern described in the literature of
“dependency theory. ”3

Since the 1950s, the area's economy has been based on the
multinational timber industry. Prior to the second world war, many
independent operators worked the forests from small-scale mills
scattered throughout the region. Beginning in the mid 1950s, how-
ever, the international industry began to shift its attention from the
fast-depleting coastal forests to the stands of the province's interior.
In the few decades since, every valley around the Stein has been
roaded and logged. Environmentalists repeatedly call the valley the
“last, large undeveloped watershed” in southwestern B.C. More
poetically, they call it  “an island in a sea of stumps.”
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In this context, its attractiveness to the urban-based environmen-
tal movement is obvious. But to the rural, land-based Native culture
of the region, its importance is even greater. Throughout the century
and a half of non-Native development in the region, the Native people
there have been marginalized, relegated to a third class position with
high unemployment, chronic social problems, disease, and cultural
disintegration. The area represents the last chance for one Native
culture to keep contact with the physical source of its cultural
traditions and spiritual knowledge. At a time when the wisdom and
spirituality of Native ways is becoming appreciated by a growing
segment of the population, the preservation of the Stein presents an
important opportunity to protect and learn from a unique confluence
of Native and natural values.

The Preservation Movement

By 1972, with logging roads in every valley adjacent to the Stein,
the Forest Service completed a feasibility study of logging in the
watershed. This event alarmed a few conservationists who pres-
sured the provincial government into a review of the proposed
logging plans. These plans were reaffirmed by the government in
1976, an action which led to the formation of the Save the Stein
Coalition, an environmental coalition of 17 groups representing
about 45,000 members. Despite these great numbers, the area was
little known by the general public. The Stein was true wilderness
which, except for a short stretch near the mouth of the river, was
without either trails or route maps. Almost no one knew the place,
except for a small group of outdoor enthusiasts who enjoyed
“bushwhacking” through uncleared forest, and a few local Native
people who fished and hunted in the watershed's lower valley. This
is a common situation for many key environments and areas of
importance to Native peoples throughout the province — resource
rich, but wild and seemingly neglected because motorized access
is not possible.

The Coalition's first task was to complete a guidebook to the
valley which was produced in 1979 (Freeman and Thompson). This
allowed more people to explore the area but, without accessible
trails, its impact was limited. Meanwhile, representatives of environ-
mental groups joined in the work of the government's “Stein River
Public Liaison Committee.” The committee's function was not to
review the decision to log but, premised on that decision having been
taken, to exchange information and gather data on wildlife, vegeta-
tion, soils and timber types which would assist in putting a specific
logging plan together. The committee was without official authority,
leaving the Ministry of Forests to take whatever actions it might like,
as and when it decided to do so.

With its restricted terms of reference, the Committee effectively
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precluded the local Indian Bands from participating, unless they
were willing to prejudice their land claim interests. Neither was their
participation encouraged. In fact, their interests in the valley were
completely ignored. At that time, no ethnographic research had been
carried out, and none was contemplated in conjunction with the
committee's work. Despite the area's traditional importance, the
forest ministry was completely unaware of its cultural significance.

Clues to its significance were there, however. A 1980 archaeo-
logical study of the Fraser River corridor from Chilliwack (over 100
miles to the south) to Lillooet (30 miles north) had identified the old
village sites near the Stein's confluence with the Fraser as containing
“the largest concentration of aboriginal archaeological sites” within
the whole corridor. Moreover, this study by the provincial Heritage
Conservation Branch noted that the watershed in its undisturbed
state offered great economic potential both as a recreation area and
archaeological tourist destination, an important resource for a single-
industry logging area with serious economic problems (Province of
British Columbia, 1980). But none of this information surfaced during
the discussions of the public liaison committee, which showed no
interest in the Native values at stake.

Meanwhile, for the conservation groups, participation in this
committee was really just a strategic activity to gain information and
exercise whatever influence they could over the course of events.
Their influence came to an end in 1982, when the Ministry unilaterally
announced that logging was to proceed via a logging road to be
constructed right up the lower river valley, exactly the route which
the conservationists opposed. From that time on, the ministry en-
gaged in detailed preparation of the so-called “resources folio,” an
inventory of the area's physical attributes, the preparation of which
was the penultimate step before logging.

The major regional logging contractor was to be BC Forest
Products, a large multinational (since taken over by the New Zealand
multinational, Fletcher Challenger Canada Limited). Its mill is locat-
ed 30 kilometres south of the Stein in the relatively new, white-
populated community of Boston Bar. Logging is that town's major
employer, with some economic diversification in the form of servicing
the national railroads and the Trans-Canada Highway which pass
through it. The character of the mill's and community's dependence
lies largely in supplying standard construction grade lumber to the
international market.

The local community most proximate to the Stein, Lytton, is also
a one-industry town with a preponderance of Native people in the
population. If the Stein were logged, a small, family-owned mill at
Lytton would also process about 30 percent of the cut. The mill is a
relatively efficient wood producer and the mainstay of that town's
economy, employing both Native and non-Native people.

The preservation initiative blossomed into a true movement only
after the formal announcement in February 1985 that road-building
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would proceed immediately. Until 1985, the negotiations had not
caused much controversy among the local Indian Bands. Some quiet
groundwork for local opposition had been laid in the few years before
this announcement, however. In 1983 and 1984, the Lytton and Mt.
Currie Bands (the latter, a member of the Lillooet Tribal Council,
being located over the western ridge of the Stein at the opposite end
of the valley from Lytton) sponsored a wilderness hiking program in
the valley for local Native and non-Native youth. By December 1984,
the Nlaka'pamux Tribal Council had filed its comprehensive land
claim, which included the entire watershed.

Strategies for the Assertion of Control

With the February announcement, political activism on the local
and provincial levels increased dramatically. The character of this
Native and environmentalist activism from 1985 to the present has
been varied and complex, providing an excellent snapshot view of
the complementary politics of Native rights and environmental sus-
tainability in Canada's southern provinces. In this section, I will
characterize recent activities surrounding the Stein issue according
to the types of strategies undertaken.

1. Public and Media Events
Both Native groups and environmentalists have become most

adept at drawing attention to their goals by an astute use of media
events, and by sponsoring a continuous array of public educational
opportunities. Perhaps the turning point in the history of the entire
Stein controversy will, in retrospect, be seen to have been a bold
initiative undertaken in the summer of 1985, only 6 months after the
February announcement. It was an event designed to raise the
profile of the issue while also giving people a first-hand experience
of an intact, but imminently threatened, watershed. Together, Native
and non-Native groups held a large summer festival high in the
Stein's alpine meadows.

That first festival attracted over 500 people, and made front page
news in the province's major daily newspapers for several days
running. Television crews filmed the festivities — and the valley.
Organized that first year by the Lillooet Tribal Council, the new Lytton-
based Stein Action Committee, and the Vancouver-based Institute
for New Economics, the festival has become an annual event now
organized by both the Lillooet Tribal Council and the Lytton Indian
Band. In 1988, it attracted over 3,500 people. In addition to being a
successful media and educational strategy, for participants, it was
an experience of Natives and environmentalists co-operatively as-
serting some tangible authority over the area, while celebrating their
heritage together. Joe David, a Nuu-chah-nulth Indian and veteran
of the equally well-known struggle to preserve Meares Island on the
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west coast of Vancouver Island, spoke to the gathering that summer:

As I claimed this wonderful mountain, I was over-
whelmed, very overwhelmed to see this place, to know
there were hundreds ahead of me. I was filled with love,
to know people here and everywhere were taking respon-
sibility all over this continent (M'Gonigle and Wickwire,
1988:136).

The results of the first festival were immediate and practical. For
example, some of the first-time participants met again a few weeks
later in Vancouver, and founded the Stein Wilderness Alliance, a now
3,000 strong organization which supports the preservation of the
valley as well as the work of the local Native Bands. The leading
wilderness organization in the province, the Western Canada Wil-
derness Committee, quickly embarked on a still-continuing educa-
tional campaign, producing a seemingly endless line of newspapers
and posters on the valley. Most recently, the Committee flew some
30 artists into the valley to paint its majestic beauty, an event that
again reinforced the popular impression of the area as spiritually and
aesthetically significant. Within 6 weeks, the Lytton Band issued a
formal statement opposing the road-building plans. The festival was
truly an empowering event which marked the beginning of a multi-
faceted preservation movement. Strategic initiative and debate were
no longer the preserve of a few highly motivated environmentalists.

An interesting recent development in this campaign has been the
forest industry's decision to adopt a similar strategy. In 1988, with a
$200,000 grant from the corporate-backed Council of Forest Indus-
tries of B.C. (COFI), logging advocates founded the “Share the Stein
Constituency.” This was the first such organization in the province
but, in the last 2 years, similar groups have been set up in numerous
other areas of conflict with Natives and environmentalists. Most
recently, a provincial organization, the so-called “Wise Use Move-
ment,” was begun in order to conduct seminars and broadcasts
throughout the province. Its purpose is to organize events that
express popular concern over what the industry perceives to be the
threat posed by the so-called “alienation” of the forest base, that is,
the allocation of land to other than industrial exploitation by the
established multinational timber giants.

Seemingly on the fringes of power, the festivals and powwows,
the posters and slide shows, in fact, provide the context within which
more traditional political decisions and activities can be made. Tools
for educating and mobilizing the public behind the concerns of both
Natives and environmentalists, they also increase the costs of any
decision by politicians who continue to ignore them.
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2. Advocacy Research
Part of the work of the Public Liaison Committee prior to 1985

was to commission studies on many facets of the proposed road-
building and logging operations in the valley. This was ostensibly
“technical” work, neutral research on soils, wildlife, and logging
economics. Such work, however, always incorporates assumptions
and biases which may go unquestioned unless subjected to critical
review. As the prospect of industrial development drew closer, much
of the attention of the movement centered on reviewing this research
and questioning its conclusions.

The research can be divided into three categories. First was that
which attempted to re-examine the very nature of the logging pro-
posal. Beginning after the demise of the Public Liaison Committee
in 1982, a series of studies was undertaken which re-assessed the
economic justification of the logging proposal. The most controver-
sial critical report concluded in 1983 that, because of the high costs
of gaining access to the valley, the proposal would actually involve
a public subsidy of several million dollars (Jones, 1983).

By 1985, the government had its own study conducted by an
employee of British Columbia Forests Products which showed the
operation to be marginally profitable. Using that data, however, a
subsequent study by the Natural Resources Management program
at Simon Fraser University confirmed the earlier analysis, concluding
that the project had a “net present value” of minus $10 million (Stein
River Natural Resource Evaluation, 1985). Needless to say, this
research had a dramatic impact on the debate, shifting the public
“burden of proof” of the scheme's economic desirability onto the
Ministry of Forests and the logging proponents. Finally, another
study looked at the proposals from the perspective of the allocation
of benefits and costs, concluding that the local communities (and
Native populations in particular) could benefit more from preserva-
tion and economic diversification into new fields than from the
extension of traditional logging into the region's last heritage valley
(Stein: An Economic Report, 1985). Again, this is a common debate
throughout the province, where short-term maintenance of logging
jobs is often criticized, especially by Native groups, as being
achieved by sacrificing the region's ability to redirect the dwindling
high-quality land base into more sustainable economic activities.

A second type of research was equally effective, that sponsored
by the Indian Band on the traditional ethnographic importance of the
valley. During this research, valuable information on the extent and
types of activities traditionally undertaken in the watershed was
recorded for the first time, with an impressive array of place names
recorded, and many individual rock paintings uncovered. Most dra-
matic of all was the discovery of a hitherto unknown cave, 1,000
metres above the valley floor, covered with over 60 rock paintings.
With the dissemination of this research, the “spiritual” significance
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of the valley for Natives and non-Natives alike was indelibly imprinted
on the public's mind.

As the struggle seemed finally to be shifting in favour of the Band
and the environmentalists, a third type of research was undertaken
in 1988. In order to rebut charges of being only “anti-logging ” and
“anti-jobs,” several studies were undertaken on alternatives to log-
ging in the valley. This included a review of the timber inventories to
find alternative sources of supply, and studies of the availability of
more efficient milling processes and value-added manufacture
which might allow a reduced supply to be utilized to greater economic
effect. Just as important, there were the detailed economic develop-
ment studies and proposals concerning the valley's potential for
becoming a destination tourist site. These latter studies were under-
taken under the auspices of the Nlaka'pamux Tribal Council.4

In short, in contrast with the limited technical information pro-
duced by the government in devising its logging plans, the groups
opposing the plans engaged in a very successful process of what
might be called “advocacy research.” In so doing, not only did they
conduct more wide-ranging and rigorous research than had the
government committee in a dozen years but, as a result, they were
able to re-examine what seems to have been an economically and
environmentally ill-conceived project. With their broader interests in
the valley, entirely new areas of impact were also examined for the
first time. The result was the production of extensive information on
the unconsidered (“external”) environmental, economic and cultural
costs of the project. This work also began to illuminate the potential
of innovative and more socially and environmentally beneficial eco-
nomic alternatives.

3. Assertion of Public Interest Authority
In contrast to the exclusive authority jointly exercised by the

public forest ministry and the private forest companies up to the early
1980s, Native and environmental groups began to assert their own
“public interest authority” as the conflict escalated. As mentioned
above, the Native Bands sponsored a wilderness program in the
valley in 1983 and 1984, and unilaterally carried out a series of
festivals on Crown land in the Stein Valley after 1985.

Two other activities have occurred since 1985. First, the Western
Canada Wilderness Committee, with the approval of and some
support from the Lytton Indian Band, completed construction of a
hiking trail along the entire 80 kilometre stretch of the central valley.
Following the Stein River from its mouth to its headwaters, and then
up and over the western ridge of the watershed, the trail opened up
the valley to less experienced backpackers who could now traverse
the whole valley for the first time. This was a real frontier entrepre-
neurial action, done with no official sanction. As a result, utilization
of the area has increased dramatically. At one point in 1988, when
Band members were working on trail maintenance, the Ministry of
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Forests publicly threatened to seek a court injunction to prevent
further work. This provoked an amusing media battle, with the local
Lytton Chief protesting righteously that this trail had been used for
thousands of years prior to the arrival of the White interloper, and
would continue to be maintained by the Band and its supporters as
they saw fit. The ministry realized that they were in a “lose-lose”
situation, and quickly dropped the matter.

Second, as a further development of the wilderness hiking
program, the Lytton Band instituted a “Rediscovery” program in the
valley. This program was pioneered in the South Moresby area of
the Queen Charlottes in the mid-1970s, and has now been adapted
to nearly a dozen other locations, many of them also politically
controversial.5 The program brings over 50 youths into the valley for
two or three weeks every summer, and trains them in traditional
Native and modern wilderness values and skills. The most provoc-
ative aspect of the program was the establishment of a permanent
base camp 22 miles into the valley, on the banks of the Stein river.
The camp is complete with a log store house, several teepee frames,
a helicopter pad, and soon-to-be-completed traditional living quar-
ters (a so-called “pithouse”). It is perhaps no coincidence that, as
the company was preparing its logging plans in mid-1987, the first
cut block proposed for clear-cutting was the area around the Redis-
covery site.

4. Public Negotiation
From the beginning of the Stein controversy in 1972 until the

formal announcement in early 1985 that road-building would begin
immediately, all discussions between the government and environ-
mentalists on the subject had been conducted in private. After 1985,
this changed. With the degree of attention now focused on the issue,
subsequent discussions (which were themselves in response to the
protests of both the environmentalists and Native Bands) took place
in the full glare of the public eye. This change of forum seriously
limited the government's hitherto free exercise of its discretionary
powers.

In the fall of 1985, road contractors who were bidding on the
logging haul road, walked the proposed Stein right-of-way flanked
by protestors. Threats of a blockade were reported on the evening
news. This took place at almost the same time as an actual blockade
of a logging road was being carried out by Haida elders on Lyell
Island in the Queen Charlotte Islands off the northwest coast of the
province. The political temperature in the province was nearing the
boiling point. To bring it down, the government convened a high
profile “Wilderness Advisory Committee” to hold public hearings on
23 environmental “hot spots” throughout the province.

Many boycotted the hearings because of the committee's limited
terms of reference (for example, it excluded consideration of Native
interests) and because of the slanted composition of the panel: of
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eight members, only one environmentalist and no Native people
were included. Nevertheless, with a public forum on these areas
being available for the first time ever, the hearings provoked an
outpouring of pent-up emotion from environmentalists and Indians
throughout the province.

In the end, the result for the Stein was predictable: logging was
endorsed on the grounds that jobs at the mills were in jeopardy. But
the results were most surprising on another ground. Unlike any of
the 22 other areas being considered (including South Moresby), the
committee exceeded its official terms of reference, and recommend-
ed that no road-building begin in the valley without the formal
agreement of the Lytton Indian Band. This important caveat was in
response to the very strong evidence which was presented to the
committee — and the public — on the archaeological sites which
such construction would put in jeopardy.

In late 1987, the government adopted the committee's recom-
mendations on the Stein, but rejected the requirements for a formal
agreement with the Lytton Band. With this decision, the Band began
to prepare to go to court to seek an injunction based on the prejudice
which any road construction and logging would have to the Tribal
Council's land claim. Again, with confrontation looming, another
series of public negotiations was begun, this time as direct negotia-
tions between the Minister of Forests, Hon. Dave Parker, and the
Lytton Indian Band. The focus of the negotiations was to explore the
potential for some sort of agreement with the Band. The negotiations
were begun at the insistence of the Band, despite the entrenched
resistance by the Band leadership to any sort of compromise.

With its credibility in tatters after rejecting the committee's rec-
ommendation for an agreement with the Band, the government went
along with the negotiations. What it encountered was another forum
which provided both an important way for the Band to buy time while
the court case was being prepared, and another forum for the Band
(and supporting environmentalists) to convince the government of
the legitimacy of the Native claim and the case for preservation. The
stormy negotiations continued on and off for almost a year, with the
start of every new round of meetings accompanied by the glare of
TV lights. They were finally terminated by the Ministry just as the
results of the Band's 6-month long research on ethnography and
economic alternatives were about to be handed over.

These two sets of negotiations are significant in a number of
ways. First, they are largely public, an indication of the government's
quest for some degree of popular approval to counter the highly
successful extra-political media campaign being waged by the envi-
ronmental and Native communities. Second, there was the merging
of Native rights concerns with environmental preservation. Though
the Wilderness Advisory Committee's official terms of reference
were limited to environmental and industry issues only, their recom-
mendation on the Stein turned on a concern for Native cultural
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impacts. Third, the direct negotiations between the Minister and the
Band saw the Band now carrying the environmental banner on its
own. Finally, neither set of negotiations saw the government move
at all in the direction of either environmental preservation or a
recognition of Native rights. The shift to public talks was evidence of
a simple tactical quest for legitimacy, not of a change of substantive
policy nor a commitment to more open decision-making.

5. Conclusion
The wilderness controversies in B.C. have seen a new, though

informal, “coalition” of interests emerge. From a non-Native perspec-
tive, the preservation of the environment is the priority. However,
Native groups have fit well into environmentalist plans. For one thing,
the explicit Native concern for spirituality has facilitated the environ-
mentalist argument for the preservation of non-economic values,
something which would have been much more difficult for urban
elites to achieve in the face of the economic pressures of logging
jobs. For another, while supporting the just settlement of Native land
claims, the closer to confrontations the issue has moved, the more
useful has been the Native claim in blocking unilateral action by the
government. This has been common to the Stein, South Moresby,
and Meares Island. In controversies such as the current one over
the proposed logging of Carmannah Creek on Vancouver Island, the
absence of a strong Native claim has made the struggle much more
difficult for environmentalists.

For Native people, their land claim is the first priority. While often
espousing spiritual land values and supporting preservation, Native
leaders repeatedly state that their title to land should not be condi-
tional upon prior promises as to their use of the land. Such promises
would compromise their authority which, because it is rooted in
aboriginal title, they see as absolute. Nevertheless, in most cases,
there is a strong environmental commitment by Native activists. In
addition, Native leaders have used environmentalists as dedicated
organizers in trail building, in helping launch the Rediscovery pro-
gram, in co-organizing the Stein festivals, as Band consultants, and
in numerous other roles.

With such a mutually beneficial and successful relationship, it is
worth considering where this relationship might go on the Stein and,
more generally, if a greater degree of change is to be achieved at a
broader political level.

Towards a Sustainable Politics.

To date, there has been no resolution of the Stein controversy.
Indeed, apart from the creation of a national park reserve in the
South Moresby area of the Queen Charlotte Islands (where the
federal government stepped in with over $100 million in compensa-
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tion), no major Native/environmental battle has been permanently
resolved in British Columbia in the 1980s. On the one hand, there
has been no visible sign of a change in attitude by the provincial
government toward either wilderness preservation or the settlement
of Native land claims. On the other hand, with the government down
so far in the public opinion polls, the potential costs of pursuing the
old confrontational politics are too great to risk. Instead, there is a
stalemate, with no movement on a host of issues.

How is this stalemate to be broken, many activists wonder and
solutions found? For them, there is a great cost in simply waiting. As
long as Native claims remain unsettled, distant corporations contin-
ue to exploit local resources under the same conditions as they
always have in all but the most controversial areas. The resource
base shrinks; and, local sustainability and local wealth from tradi-
tional territories continue to be drained away.

If environmental balance and local sustainability of Native com-
munities is to be achieved, a major shift in cultural priorities is
demanded. In recent years, the phrase “sustainable development”
has come into the popular lexicon to describe the new direction in
which economic and social policy must move if long-term planetary
sustainability is to be assured. Made famous by the 1987 report of
the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Devel-
opment (the so-called Brundtland Commission) (Our Common Fu-
ture, 1987), the quest for sustainable development has, in fact, if not
in name, underlaid the Native and environmental movements in B.C.
for years. The changes being demanded — for environmental pro-
tection, for the just treatment of indigenous minorities, for the recon-
struction of an economy too long caught in the staples trap of
multinational dependency, and for the reform of political institutions
which today deny meaningful participation to less powerful groups
— are precisely those demands which are at the heart of the
Brundtland Commission's report, Our Common Future.

Sustainable development has many facets: community forestry,
small-scale agriculture, appropriate technology, conservation and
renewable energy, community health, improved rural education, the
amelioration of poverty, greater equity, and so on. The phrase has
many different interpretations according to the prior perspective of
the interpreter. Some interpretations, such as that of the National
Task Force on Environment and Economy which was charged with
developing an official Canadian national response to the Brundtland
Commission, lead to little more than marginal bureaucratic reforms
largely compatible with business as usual.6

In contrast, for Natives and environmentalists in British Colum-
bia, the essence of the concept implies the need to shift power
relations in a fundamental way. The Global Meeting on Environment
and Development, a large conference of international non-govern-
mental organizations from throughout the world, held two years
before the Brundtland Commission issued its report, defined a key
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criterion as being the “empowerment of people to take action to solve
their own problems with their own resources” (Global Meeting,
1985:22). Similarly, the Brundtland Commission noted:

But many problems of resource depletion and environ-
mental stress arise from disparities in economic and
political power. An industry may get away with unaccept-
able levels of air and water pollution because the people
who bear the brunt of it are poor and unable to complain
effectively. A forest may be destroyed by excessive felling
because the people living there have no alternatives or
because timber contractors generally have more influ-
ence than forest dwellers (Op. Cit. 46).

And again:

It could be argued that the distribution of power and
influence within society lies at the heart of most environ-
ment and development challenges. Hence new ap-
proaches must involve programmes…to protect
participation in decision making (Op. Cit: 38). 

“Empowering vulnerable groups” is a constant theme of the U.N.
report. If Native and environmental groups in B.C. are to achieve the
structural changes upon which their overall success ultimately de-
pends, they must clarify both the goals which unite them and the
institutional changes which will allow their shared interests to flour-
ish.

1. Clarifying Shared Goals
Despite the high degree of co-operation between Natives and

environmentalists over the years, this co-operation has been strong-
est when both were engaged in a joint struggle against the govern-
ment and its plans for resource exploitation. The true test comes,
however, with their ability to identify and create positive alternatives.
Here one confronts the desire of environmentalists for an explicit
commitment to their substantive values, as opposed to the Native
insistence that their title claim not be procedurally clouded by such
prior commitments.

As the basis for a broader co-operation, a joint recognition of
shared goals is imperative. This is not a small concern. On the one
hand, there has certainly been many demonstrable instances of a
clear environmentalist commitment by Natives, the most obvious one
being the Haida commitment to the preservation of the South Mo-
resby region. On the other hand, there have been counter-examples
where Natives have explicitly rejected an environmentalist approach,
the most notable example being the Tahltans in northern B.C. who
steadfastly oppose the preservation movement for the Stikine River
(in favour of logging), probably the most important national park
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campaign in B.C. after South Moresby. More generally, however, is
the existence of “pro-development” elements in all Native groups,
including a strongly traditional development approach among some
members of the Nlaka'pamux Tribal Council, the council of which the
Lytton Band is one member. This has surfaced in differences with
(and within) the Lytton Band over the character of alternative eco-
nomic development plans for the Stein.

In such a situation, environmentalists are distinctly uncomforta-
ble with a “trust us” approach. Yet, Natives have legitimate concerns
with the position of environmentalists as well. For example, in the
heat of the conflict over the proposed logging of Meares Island,
preservationists worked tirelessly organizing events and protests,
and raising money in conjunction with the Nuu-chah-nulth people.
With the Band's successful temporary injunction against the logging
company, however, the environmental community had achieved its
short-term objectives, and moved on to the next crisis (the Stein),
leaving Indian Bands at Meares to carry on the protracted legal battle
for a permanent injunction by themselves. Similarly, amongst some
environmental organizations, preservation demands “park” designa-
tion, with no hunting or trapping allowed, and little if any considera-
tion being given for the effect of such a designation of Native land
claims or on the potential for Native people to have a voice in the
management of that park. This clearly conflicts with Native expecta-
tions. In general, many (especially urban, non-Native) environmen-
talists do have the luxury of not being as concerned with the
economic impact of their policies as do rural Native people where
unemployment is high, and financial opportunities limited.

In addition to the varying priorities of these groups, differences
exist within both groups over the fundamental causes of environmen-
tal decline and cultural erosion, and thus what remedies are needed.
For some Native people, the existing economic system is not ques-
tioned, only who profits from development. For other Native people,
and for some more radical environmentalists, the source of their
shared problems is identified as the growth ethnic of the modern
economy, and the corporatist state which supports it. For this group,
structural changes are necessary to reshape both our market econ-
omy and the nature of state power. One recent study characterized
the difference with Native groups as between those seeking to
become “partners in development” and those seeking to maintain
their “homeland and hinterland” (Cassidy and Dale, 1988). Similarly,
the difference on this level within the environmental community might
be characterized as that between “reformists” and “reconstruction-
ists.”

Despite these differences, a loose Native/environmental move-
ment is emerging involving elements from both sides. The common
basis for this movement is a shared understanding of the structural
nature of the problem being faced, and a shared belief in the need
for a fundamental restructuring of social power. In short, the common
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vision is the radical version of sustainable development. The first
attempt to consolidate this vision and begin to build a more cohesive
movement was a meeting in February, 1989, hosted by the Nuu-
chah-nulth Tribal Council at the Tin-Wis conference centre in Tofino.
A background paper for the meeting clearly took a structural ap-
proach to characterizing the root of Native and environmental con-
cerns:

Most of the land use conflicts that Native peoples and
environmentalists have been involved in are a reflection
of a certain kind of political-economic system which
encourages uncontrolled, widespread and short-term ex-
ploitation of natural resources — a process carried out in
British Columbia by large corporations and facilitated by
government policy and administration. In economic
terms, it represents wholesale liquidation of natural re-
sources capitol, and the diversion of the profits into the
hands of a few (Tin-Wis Congress, 1989).

The question then is, what sort of institutional reform is called
forth by this analysis, and by the experience of the Native/wilderness
struggle?

2. Achieving Sustainability through Institutional Reform
An important lesson of the Stein controversy is the failed promise

of democratic resource management and, in particular, of centralist
initiatives toward “public participation.” From the Public Liaison Com-
mittee to the Wilderness Advisory Committee, to direct negotiations
with the Lytton Band, a planning process which is seemingly so
rational and consultative, in fact transferred no real authority to those
most affected by the decisions, the major concern being instead to
be leave intact the government's unfettered discretion to allocate the
valley to corporate industrial exploitation.

This pattern has been noted as common for the public participa-
tion of the modern industrial state:

Genuine participation of citizens in the process of political
will-formation, that is, substantive democracy, would
bring to consciousness the contradiction between admin-
istratively socialized production and the continued private
appropriation and use of surplus value. In order to keep
this contradiction from being thematized…[t]he arrange-
ment of formal democratic institutions and procedures
permits administrative decisions to be made largely in-
dependent of the specific motives of the citizens. This
takes place through a legitimation process that elicits
generalized motives — that is, diffuse mass loyality —
but avoids participation (Habermas, 1975:36).
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To may environmentalists, the failure to achieve a significant
decentralization of political authority is seen as the single most
important explanation of why the scale of environmental problems
is increasing so dramatically despite 20 years of centralist environ-
mental reforms.8 It is precisely because of the failed promise of
change that activists are driven to informal, or extra-political, activi-
ties (largely through the media) which alone seem capable of re-
stricting the government's freedom to act in the interests of
“continued private appropriation.” But this is a negative power,
confining the status quo rather than creating alternatives.

It is, however, also this negative experience which begins to bring
non-Natives onto a common ground with Native people, who have
suffered, and continue to suffer, a far deeper exclusion from power.9
The Native approach to overcoming this — their demand for self-
government — is something more radical than non-Natives could
have ever appreciated without their own disillusioning experience.
While this appreciation and support is becoming clearer on the
environmental side, Native People are concerned about the pace
and direction of their self-government negotiations. In particular, the
failure of recent self-government negotiations in the North actually
to achieve anything more than a limited delegation of authority has
hardened the attitudes of Native leaders in B.C.10 This situation is
exacerbated by the federal policy of negotiating only six claims at a
time, a process that delays many claims but which does nothing to
slow the pace or character of resource exploitation in the areas
claimed.

This hardening is evident, for example, in the continuing stale-
mate between the Haida and Parks Canada over the nature of
ultimate authority in the management of the new Moresby park
reserve. In turn, this has made Native leaders increasingly depend-
ent on the support of non-Native environmentalists for an uncompro-
mising position on title which might otherwise be seen as extreme
and unreasonable.

In general, therefore, the “movement's” fundamental goal at the
broader political/institutional level is for a significant decentralization
of power to environmentally-based local authorities. This includes a
larger role for community protection of the resource base from
outside exploiters. This has important implications for Native land
claims, but it is also more general than that. For example, most Native
land claimants recognize private fee-simple property rights of third
parties in their homelands, and state that they do not seek to
expropriate such private property. Similarly, the Comprehensive
Claims policy explicitly recognized the right of third parties with
interests in claimed areas to advise and consult during the Claims
negotiations, and recognizes that the third party claims must be
respected (In All Fairness, 1981). Both for reasons of ensuring a
commitment to sustainability amongst Native people, and to avoid
the polarization which weakens the whole Native and non-Native
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community in the face of external pressures, the quest for Native
self-government should be expanded by developing both a frame-
work and strategy for equitable participation by all people in local
communities in local resource management.

For environmentalists, support for this broader objective is al-
ready strong. Emanating from the Tin-Wis meeting was the so-called
“Tin-Wis Accord,” one element of which committed its signatories to
develop mechanisms “on a regional basis to resolve resource devel-
opment and environmental issues and conflicts and to further the
process of developing a “peoples” alternatives [sic] to the policies of
the present government.”11 This sort of institutional reform is the
basis for a practical solution to the problems of the emerging move-
ment. As the movement itself begins to consolidate, the focus for its
own growth must be to put some flesh on this skeletal concept, and
communicate it to the public and government as the basis for a truly
sustainable alternative to continued economic instability, environ-
mental decline and social conflict.

The Stein provides a specific opportunity for such creative strat-
egy. The time is appropriate now for the assertion of both the Native
and non-Native authority over the valley to be strengthened, perhaps
even to be formalized. In the management vacuum which presently
exists for the Stein, a locally-based co-operative management strat-
egy could be planned and implemented, something which is in fact
urgently needed with the present exponential growth in visitor usage.
The Rediscovery program would provide an excellent base for
training of local managers, as has been the case in the Queen
Charlotte Islands with its “Watchmen” program protecting heritage
sites. In fact, without such an action by local groups, the initiative
could slip from their grasp and the traditional industrial strategy arise
again.

In short, the common ground for the resolution of the Stein (and
other specific wilderness) issues is a broad strategy to grant greater
power to local communities which are themselves involved in main-
taining the long-term environmental sustainability of their local re-
source base. Convincing the provincial government to create a
positive, participatory decision-making structure to help this happen
is the ultimate ideal for which all the blockades and injunctions are
but minor tactics.

Finally, it should be noted that political decision-making which
truly promotes environmental sustainability will not occur without a
strategy of sustainable economics at its base. In the debate to date,
the focus again has been largely negative, criticizing the proposed
logging plan; it has not been sufficiently positive, that is, devising
those economic plans which alone would encourage local commu-
nities to manage their resource base more sensitively. Indeed, when
the Lytton Band was preparing to submit just such a study to the
Ministry, the latter terminated the negotiations.

The potential for practical new economic directions in the Stein
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— through wilderness tourism in that valley balanced with more
resource-efficient forestry on remaining forest land — has been well
established elsewhere and need not be explained here (M'Gonigle
and Wickwire, 1988:151-182). More generally, however, there is the
increasing realization that the political solution sought by Native
people and environmentalists also has benefits economically. That
is, where resources are “co-operatively managed” politically, greater
economic benefits result. One scholar of fisheries “co-management”
schemes in Washington state found a long list of benefits realized
from the exploitation of the resource; more equitable distribution of
the benefits; improved quality of information about the environmental
and resource base; enhanced management and conservation of the
resource; better relationships between the various types of resource
users (in the fisheries case, sport, subsistence, and commercial
fishermen), and between users and government agencies; and,
reduced costs of government management (Pinkerton, 1988).

Achieving fundamental structural change that leads to both
environmental and cultural protection is resisted for many reasons.
Native leaders, however, deny that their plans are “un” or “anti”
economic, merely more just and more sustainable. As a recent study
on the impact of Native claims in B.C. noted:

Probably no notion about the future is so provocative of
emotion as the ideas that, after settlements, non-Native
interests might be abruptly cut off from the resources
presently providing their livelihood. This notion is not
supported by the facts. Native organizations and Native
governments have often gone to great lengths to reas-
sure non-Natives of their intentions to ease the pains
which may come from resource re-allocation. In addition,
many Native groups, particularly in the fisheries sector,
have sought to enhance current resource bases and
develop new ones rather than displace non-Natives from
existing one…

Where Native peoples seek access to resources which
are presently being developed and managed mainly by
non-Natives, they often emphasize a desire to strengthen
community harmony by including non-Natives…

Other signs point to additional factors which could result
in some short-term slowing of resource development if
settlements were reached. Native peoples have strong
environmental concerns… (Cassidy and Dale,1988:184-
85).
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Conclusion:

In all the logging/wilderness conflicts which spread across the
B.C. political landscape, some of the elements described in this
paper are bound to be present. Indeed, despite the seeming isolation
of the individual Band or small local group of environmentalists, no
conflict is an island. Each is part of a large and growing movement
seeking to create a sustainable foundation for Native and non-Native
cultures in British Columbia. While drawing on the many diverse
bases from which it grows, if this movement can go beyond the issue-
specific strategies of the past and coalesce around a collective vision
of and strategy of the future, it could provide the context for politics,
and economics, in the province for many years to come.
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NOTES

1. Much of the description in this section is based on the book by
the author and Wendy Wickwire, Stein: The Way of The River,
Vancouver: Talon Books, 1988. More generally, due to the
author's close involvement in the issue since 1982, much of the
detailed information on events and activities is based on per-
sonal knowledge and research.

2. G.A. West, Regional Director, B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch,
Kamloops, Memorandum to provincial headquarters, November
26, 1973.

3. This theory is associated with the classic works of the 1930s on
furs, fish and timber by the Canadian scholar, Harold Innis. For
a short, recent exposition, see Alberto O. Hirschmann, Essays
in Trespassing: Economics to Politics and Beyond, especially
Chapter 4, “A generalized linkage approach to development with
special reference to staples,” Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1981.

4. None of these studies has been publicly released, although the
information from them has been reported in the press as a result
of some of the studies having been used in negotiations with
the Ministry of Forests in 1988.

5. For an excellent accounting of the philosophy and growth of this
program, see Thom Henley, Rediscovery, Vancouver: Western
Canada Wilderness Committee, 1989.

6. Report of the National Task Force on Environment and Econo-
my Ottawa: Canadian Council of Resource and Environment
Ministers, September 24, 1987. The report makes many vague
proposals, such as the system of Round Table discussions (now
being implemented), commitment to some form of “conservation
strategy,” and enhanced leadership by government and indus-
try. Though useful, these do not commit bureaucratic and eco-
nomic interests to any concrete process of reform which might
threaten their sources of power and wealth.

7. For an excellent paper on the dangers of seeking structural
changes in Indian self-government without clean objectives and
plans formalized in advance, see Doug Daniels, “Dreams and
Realities of Dene Government,” The Canadian Journal of Native
Studies VII (1), 1987:95-110.

8. For a detailed analysis of this perspective, see Michael M'Goni-
gle, “The Tribune and the Tribe: Toward a Natural Law of the
Market/Legal State,” 1986 Ecology Law Quarterly, 13(2): 233-
310.
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9. Other scholars have noted that:

In the past, many Indian communities have attained their
internal cohesion not only from a shared identity and
shared set of values, but also from a shared object of
hostility (the federal government and its Department of
Indian Affairs) and a shared sense of misfortune and
injustice. In some communities, these dynamics have
proven inadequate to provide the basis for group mobili-
zation in pursuit of collective goals.

Roger Gibbins and J. Rick Ponting, “Faces and Interfaces of
Indian Self-Government,” The Canadian Journal of Native Stud-
ies VI (1), 1986:43-62 at 49. The parallel with the situation of
the B.C. Native/environmental movement as it seeks positive
changes is dramatic. 

10. The recently-negotiated Yukon Indian Land Claim Framework
Agreement is typical of the trade-off demanded before land
claims settlements will be accepted by the federal government.
The agreement provides for limited land tenure security in the
nature of land ownership rights (not constitutional title), and
again it excludes sub-surface rights while surface rights remain
subject to potential expropriation. Detailed co-management
schemes for wildlife harvesting and protection are also set out
over the agreed area. But the agreement also stipulates that
each Yukon First Nation must “cede, release and surrender…all
their aboriginal claims, rights, titles and interests” and renounce
“any claim or demand of whatever kind or nature, which they
ever had, now have or may hereafter have…based on any
aboriginal claim.” Yukon Indian Land Claims Framework Agree-
ment, November 1988, “Sub-Agreement on General Provi-
sions,” S. 4.

11. Tin-Wis Accord, Paragraph 3.
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